Finde die Entsprechungen:

honey | head | war | Sweden | day | money | roof | colour | floor | cage | dog | drunk | blood | bird

to drink | death | shampoo | ships | house | week |

to write | departure | patient | sweet | air

shoe | foot

tiger | cat

plate | to eat

skin | soap

cow | milk

beginning | end

love | hate

wallpaper | wall

car park | cars

trout | fish

oval | shape

Oslo | Norway

person | umbrella

post office | letter

moon | night

goldfish | tank

mineral water | sober

lungs | air

compartment | train

January | year

knife | to cut

to swim | water

salt | salty

teacher | student

to arrive | to depart

= hat

= wolf

= glass

= hair

= bee

= birth

= peace

= carpet

= port

= pigeon

= pink

= Stockholm

= house

= bank

= sun

= lion

= wine

= heart

= room

= Monday

= pencil

= to fly

= sugar

= doctor

= arrival
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